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In chapter one Cara shares details of her and James’s lives at 14
years old.  What were the similarities and differences in their
stories?
Whose story resonates with you the most? Why? a little bit of body
text

After a romantic dinner James invites Cara to view an image. He
shows her an image of MLK and a handful of African American men.
He further explains his father is James Meredith, the first black man
to graduate from the University of Mississippi in the early sixties.
Why was James waiting for a reaction from Cara?
Cara  describes a sense of shame and embarrassment learning who
James’s father was. She knew she likely learned about him in
college, but information had gone in one ear and out the other. What
does Cara mean when she says “not knowing and not remembering
was a luxury all my own?”
Have you ever been surprised to learn about the historical facts
about African American’s not written in history books? How does
this change the way you look at race, power, and privilege?
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What were the differences in how Cara’s mother and father
communicated with their children? Did you have similar experiences
with your parents in your home?
“When it came to conversations of race, sometimes it felt like, ‘Need
Not Apply’ should have been stamped on their foreheads.” How does
this quote resonate with you?
Did you find it bizarre that Cara and her siblings watch The Cosby
show? What were the reasons why they couldn't watch it?
Have you ever had a family member, friend, or teacher tell you “We
don’t see race?” How did that make you feel? Knowing what you’ve
learned about seeing color, is it safe to continue to live in a
colorblind world?

Cara’s parents weren't surprised that she was dating James. What
do you think her dad meant when he said “We knew that’s the
direction you were headed?”
Why did loving James means embracing the pain of institutional
racism and the pain of living with his father’s fame? 
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Who is Uncle Arthur? Why is he Skeptical of Cara?
How did researching James father help Cara have a better
understanding of his family?
Why did Cara pause when learning of  James Meredith’s admission
denial? What were some of her reflections that resonate with you?

d the pain of living with his father’s fame? 
Have you ever purposely distract yourself from conversations of
injustice? Do you feel that that has helped or hindered you on your
racial equity journey?
How did falling in love with James teach Cara to respond with a
heart bent toward justice? Share some of the reflections she shared
being a non-profit director.
Cara states “I couldn’t fix deeply rooted systems of injustice by
slapping on band aid or offering a cheery christian platitude about
Jesus taking the ‘Wheel'." Why does this matter? What does it take to
not simply try to band aid issues of racism with a simple prayer?
What are you being called to do?

 

1.
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Name the similarities and differences between Cara & James’s
marriage with Richard and Mildred Loving.
What are some of the complications Cara believes she will
encounter for the rest of her life?

 

d the pain of living with his father’s fame? 
What was Cara’s prayer at the end of chapter 5? How can that
simple prayer help us to become better sojourners with our brothers
and sisters of Color?

1.
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What does the term “Double Consciousness” mean? How did Cara
witness James living with a double conscious?
Why can’t Cara, as a white person, experience oppression? Do you
believe this is true?
Do you believe it’s hard to be in an interracial marriage? Why do you
think their friends kept asking James and Cara this question?
Was it appropriate for Cara’s therapist to say she was “Brave” for
marrying James? What do you think could have been the underlying
reason why she asked this question?
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Keisa tells Cara “I don’t like white people.” After Cara responds she
then goes on to say, “You’re different. You don’t count?" What was
the difference Keisia named?
Have you ever had a friend of color tell you “You're a different kind
of white person?" What was your response?

d the pain of living with his father’s fame? 
Why didn’t James grow up believing in Santa Clause? DId you grow
up believing in Santa Clause? What is the difference between James’
experience and your own?
What was the Lash Law ? When it was banned, how did it affect
African Americans, and mulatto’s?  Do we have similar laws like this
today?
Charles describes racism as “In the water, but know one admits their
drinking it.” Do you have a similar fear of like Cara to not even know
what’s in the water your drinking?
Cara describes not wanting to read  Psalm139 after verse nineteen
as she didn't want to remember David’s pain. Why do we numb the
pain of hearing stories from our brothers and sisters of color? How
have you learned to hold the pain of their stories as your own?

1.
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In chapter 10 Cara shares that her nickname for her and James's
unborn son is "Little Carmel." Do you find this problematic?
What was Cara feeling as she filled out the paperwork for her son to
go to preschool and it said to "circle one only" for his ethnicity? Do
you think changes should be made to questions like this to be more
inclusive? If so, how?

d the pain of living with his father’s fame? 
Why did Cara have to learn how to listen when it came to
conversations of racial justice and liberation?
How has Christianity been used as a weapon against African
Americans?
Why did Cara ask James if she was complicit? Do you feel you are
also complicit? If so what can you change?

1.
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On an airplane Cara was engaged by another passenger who took
interest in her work as a writer, but when she tells him that her book
is about being a white woman on a journey toward racial justice he
disengaged from the conversation. Why do you think that is?
During a visit to the Mississippi State Capitol building Cara asks her
father-in-law why the Confederate flag is still being flown. How do
you feel about Confederate flags and other material being present in
our government buildings and erected throughout our cities?

d the pain of living with his father’s fame? 
Chapter 11 is all about the Imago Dei, the image of God. What does
that mean to you? How can this concept benefit racial justice?
At the end of this chapter Cara tells James that a reader called out
her choice of nicknames for her him and their children to which
James replies that the nicknames aren't helping the situation. Why
do you think James didn't say anything about this before? Can you
think of any racially insensitive nicknames you have used or heard
used by others?
Do you agree with Cara's father-in-law that race issues will not
change without having conversations about race?

1.
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Why did Care and husbands therapist tell Cara to go to a session
she was having about the experience of being mixed and not
James?
What did you learn about the experiences of mixed-race people in
this chapter?
Why is it important for parents of mixed-race children to let them
choose how they identify instead of making that decision for them?

Have you noticed the lack of representation for people of color in
children's books, as Cara mentions in the beginning of this chapter?
What effect do you think this has on black and brown children? What
message do you think this instills in white children?
Why do you think it can be so hard for some white people to
understand white privilege?
Cara describes the tension between her and her father as her beliefs
and opinions changed over the years and how in her 20's she was
more likely to argue than listen. What benefit can listen to have on
race issues?
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In this chapter, Cara experiences her first taste of racism. How do
you think you would have responded if you were in her shoes? Have
you had a similar experience? If so how did it shape you?
“ I want y’all to stand by me because it’s going to be a fight and if you
will stand by me, I will stand by you, because I am not afraid " Mamie
Till Mobley. How did this quote mobilize Cara to take action? Did
this quote resonate with you?
Do you believe that lament help us to  “ hold the oppressor and
honor the oppressed?  If so how?
How does Cara describe Lament in her pursuit of racial equity? What
is your description of Lament?

What effect, if any, do you think hearing a stranger ask one of your
parents if you were their child and if you were adopted as a mixed-
race child? Why do you think it can be so hard for some white people
to understand white privilege?
Name some of the feelings. thoughts, and concerns parents of black
and brown, and mixed-race children might have.
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Name some of the misconceptions of being a “Christian in pursuit of
racial equity”
Cara states, “I realize my privilege in being able to choose which
battles I engaged in, because having a choice was the very definition
of privilege”  Do find this to be true? If yes, how do we lean into the
risk of becoming advocates for race,and justice?
How did Cara’s history class, SEE James Meredith during their class
assignment? What did they notice? Name how seeing another’s pain
honors our commonalities across racial barriers.
What was Cara’s final answer to her father in law’s question, “Why
are you writing this book?” In what ways did her answer resonate
with you?


